Roaches check into Bohn, will they check out?

Let the IFC Games Begin

SGA hires new attorney at law
News from around the World

International

During this past week, a report by six leading economic institutes predicting that the country's gross domestic product will shrink as much as 2% this year, marking the worst recession since World War II and saddling Germany with high unemployment and its biggest budget deficit in modern times. In the same week, the metalworkers' union went on strike in eastern Germany, demanding 26% pay increases. Nearly 40,000 of them had walked off the job by the weekend, and union leaders threatened to call out a total of 350,000 if employees don't show some flexibility.

In a nationally televised address 11 days after his strong showing in a national referendum, Yeltsin declared that those who do not share his aims "should simply leave," and called for new parliamentary elections by the fall. The President's prediction of a battle with the parliament over his new draft constitution, which would do away with the conservative Congress of People's Deputies, was immediately fulfilled: parliamentary leaders introduced their own draft designed to restrict the power of the President.

In an effort to limit the number of voters turning out in the election, Khmer Rouge rebels killed more than 20 people in raids on various Cambodian cities and against units of the 20,000 member U.N. peacekeeping force. On Monday guerrillas seized the airport in Siemreab and wounded five Indian soldiers in Kampong Cham province. During a rocket attack in the province of Banteay Meanchay, a Japanese policeman was killed and eight Japanese and Dutch peacekeepers were wounded. These turn of events have increased fears for the safety of U.N. personnel. Fifty volunteer election supervisors outside Phnom Penh have left their posts, and union leaders threatened to call out a total of 350,000 if employees don't show some flexibility.

U.S. Intelligence is trying to find the beginnings of an alleged plot to assassinate former President Bush during his last month visit to Kuwait. Officials in Kuwait have arrested 16 people including 11 Iraqi nationals, and have seized high-tech equipment and hundreds of pounds of explosives. According to the Washington Post, Kuwaiti officials say three attempts were planned, first a remote-controlled car bomb set to detonate as Bush arrived in Kuwait City, a second car bomb near a theater where Bush received an honorary doctorate, and last, a suicide attack by a man wrapped in explosives. Clinton officials are debating how to retaliate if strong enough evidence traces the plot back to Baghdad.

Last Thursday, two murders took place, both by postal officers. The first took place in Dearborn, Michigan, by Larry Jaason who was upset at losing a promotion to a woman and killed one co-worker and wounded two others before killing himself. The other murder took place in Dana Point, California, by Mark Richard Hilburn who returned to the post office from which he had been fired and killed a letter carrier and wounded a clerk. Hilburn was arrested at a bar on Saturday morning and is also suspected of killing his mother, whose body was found at her home the same day of the post office murder, and of shooting four other people before he was apprehended.

Some G.O.P. Senators are threatening a filibuster against Clinton's new campaign-finance proposal. The plan calls for some public financing of campaigns, and would bar big donors from dodging contribution limits by funneling funds through a presidential candidate's political party. The problem is that the proposal is heavy on concessions to reform-shy Democratic leaders and on retreats from Clinton's pledge to reduce the maximum contribution by a political-action committee to a congressional candidate from $5,000 to $1,000.

Regional

On Tuesday, a Federal court ruled that the City University of New York had violated Dr. Leonard Jeffries's right to free speech when it removed him from his position as chairman of the black studies program department at CUNY last year when he was charged with delivering a racial speech. The court left Judge Kenneth Conboy of Federal District Court in Manhattan to decide whether Jeffries should be reinstated or not. The jury is still deliberating on whether or not he should receive any monetary damages.

In sports news, the New York Yankees have just split a four game weekend series with the first place Detroit Tigers. The series left the Yankees just one and a half games out of first place. The other New York baseball team, the New York Mets did not fare as well. They dropped their series with the expansion team, the Florida Marlins. The series left the Mets eleven and a half games behind of the first place Philadelphia Phillies.

The Atlantic Division Champion New York Knicks opened their best of seven series against the Charlotte Hornets on Sunday beating them at Madison Square Garden 111-95.

National

Any undergraduate student with an interest in any aspect of journalism or newspaper production.
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The Montclarion News
Thursday, May 13, 1993

Campus Police Report

Compiled by Kelly J. Schab

Suspicious Activities
4/27 A female Blanton Hall resident was approached by a white male while coming out of the bookstore. He asked her to become a masseuse for him but when she asked him for forms of identification, he only gave her his phone number. She thought that this was suspicious and reported it to the police.

4/30 The remains of two animals were found in a circle of rocks. Scratched in large rocks were the words: “I kill cops daughters,” and “Keep the past in the past.” The incident is still being investigated for the possibility of cruelty to animals, ritual acts and hazing.

5/10 A female Bohn Hall resident saw a white male with red curly hair sitting on the floor in one of the aisles of Sprague Library. When she came close to him, he began masturbating vigorously. This was the second Monday that she has seen him.

Theft
4/28 An anonymous letter was received by campus police that detailed the theft of baseball tickets from the mail room. The two suspected thieves work in the mailroom. The tickets were received in a damaged parcel and the two suspects claim that they couldn't locate the owner. The investigation led to the identification of the victim who will sign a complaint in Montclair Municipal Court.

5/3 A credit card had been mailed to a resident of Freeman which was never received though it was reported that someone had been using the card.

5/4 Four hubcaps were stolen from a vehicle belonging to a Freeman resident parked in lot 21 over a two day period.

5/10 A female student who was working in a computer lab in Richardson left the room for a little while and when she returned her wallet was stolen from out of her purse.

5/10 A typewriter was stolen sometime over a three day period from Partridge Hall. It was left out in the open for faculty and students to use.

Assault
5/4 Officers arrived at Webster Hall and found a male restraining a female on the ground. The female is a resident of Webster and the male is a student. They had a verbal confrontation and the male was holding her down because she was trying to assault him. Neither wanted to file a criminal complaint against the other. The dorm director advised the male not to return.

5/7 A resident of Blanton Hall complained that she received a threatening phone call. The caller threatened to hurt her and damage her car. Her car was secured in a faculty parking lot and she was escorted to and from her car by campus police officers.

5/8 A male resident of Blanton found that someone attempted to steal his Pontiac Firebird. There was damage done to the steering column, and the stereo and radar detector were stolen.

5/11 At 3:30 a.m., an officer patrolling lot 28 observed two males exiting a parked car and entering another. Another male was laying across the seats in the parked car. This led to the arrests of three individuals, Michael Malone, Jon Jensen and Dwane Johnson, all non-students. They had been visiting a female resident of the Clove Road Apartments. They were all charged with the attempted theft of a motor vehicle and conspiracy to steal that vehicle.

Attempted Theft of a Motor Vehicle
5/6 A male resident of Blanton found that someone attempted to steal his Pontiac Firebird. There was damage done to the steering column, and the stereo and radar detector were stolen.

5/8 A female student working in a computer lab in Richardson left the room for a little while and when she returned her wallet was stolen from out of her purse.

5/10 A typewriter was stolen sometime over a three day period from Partridge Hall. It was left out in the open for faculty and students to use.

Damage to Motor Vehicle
4/30 It was reported that one of the trailers used by a contractor had been damaged by lot 30.

5/5 A female found that someone had spray-painted her car while it was parked in lot 14 between 3:30 and 9 a.m.

Harassment
5/7 A resident of Blanton Hall complained that she received a threatening phone call. The caller threatened to hurt her and damage her car. Her car was secured in a faculty parking lot and she was escorted to and from her car by campus police officers.

Carless Driving
5/10 An officer reported that a member of the faculty was driving in a careless manner from lot 17 onto College Ave. passing the “Do Not Enter” sign. A summons will be issued.

SHAPE UP AT Yogi's

Yogi's, one of the largest racquetball facilities in the New Jersey Area, has expanded!

We've added a complete Free Weight Center, a premier Aerobic Studio offering daily exercise classes for men and women, and a new and larger selection of the latest in Exercise Bikes, Treadmills, Step and Rowing Machines!

For Students Only
$25 for 30 days!

• No long-term Commitment!
• Unrestricted use of the facilities every day of the week!
(Open til 11:00 p.m. weekdays - 9:00 p.m. weekends)
The Montclarion Thursday, MAY 6, 1993

The College Store wants to give you:

FREE BOOKS!

Sell us your unwanted textbooks and you may be eligible for a book scholarship worth $25, $50 or $100*

*(See official details)

Cash for Books
May 13 - 25, 1993

Official Details
1.) Free book promotion lasts May 13 to 25, 1993. 2.) Promotion open to all current M.S.C. students, faculty and staff. 3.) Employees of the College Store are NOT eligible. 4.) You will receive one ticket per book sold while supplies last. 5.) No individual may receive more than one prize. 6.) A valid M.S.C. ID and current class schedule is required to claim prize. Book scholarship is for Summer 93 or Fall 93 courses only. 7.) Prizes must be claimed by October 1, 1993. 8.) No cash will be given. Prizes are not transferable. No substitutions of prizes and no cash redemption will be allowed. 9.) The College Store reserves the right to rescind offer at any time.
Prophet, Latest Amy Fisher Victim?

Welcome, loyal readers, to this very special installment of PROPHET BIGG! As a treat for you, in this last installment of this year, I give you *Amy Fisher: The Musical*. The "mock opera" based on over a year's worth of hyped-up "news" about the teen tragedy is playing now at the off, off Broadway Wings Theatre in Manhattan. When myself and my charming companion arrived at the theatre we were given a program and a "Test Your Amy Fisher I.Q." test, which we found simply hilarious.

The creators of the show, Bill Wheeler, Morgan Laverene and C. Cathy Sachs, were nice enough to send me two complimentary tickets to the show and allowed me to ask questions of the cast after the show...

**Prophet:** Are you guys really big Amy Fisher fans? How did you develop a musical from this?

**Bill Wheeler:** No. It sort of developed from *Vulgarity: A Tasteful Review* (Which was performed before *Amy Fisher*) which is a bunch of sketches and songs about current events. And at the time, the Amy Fisher story was real hot. So, I wrote a story about it, a sketch, you know. And it evolved into a musical. So, that's how we came up with *Amy Fisher: The Musical*.

**P.** So, when Bill approached you guys and said, "Get this. We're gonna do *Amy Fisher: The Musical,"* what did you do?

**BW.** Well, they had quite a laugh over it! (laughter)

**P.** And then you said, "No, no, no. Really?" (laughter)

**Patrick J. Kinseley** (Eric Nairburg, Amy's Attorney): Well, before her sentencing it was getting so ridiculous. Everyday, the whole summer. She was on the cover of every magazine, every newspaper. It was just so pathetic that it wasn’t real any more. It was just a big joke, and it fit perfectly into what Vulgarity is. It was vulgar how it was becoming such an obsession.

**Ellen McQueeney** (Amy Fisher): And they just keep giving us more and more material. (laughter)

**P.** So, has the show gotten longer as a result of the never-ending material?

**Cast.** Yes.
I noticed at the end that there was a Joey in jail reference. BW. Well, we’re still behind a little right now. Like, we haven’t touched the other women who are coming forward to claim they slept with Joe, which seems to be every woman on the East Coast. (Laughter) And there’s other things like Amy sleeping with some judge.

EMc. Amy dancing with a bra on her bed.

P. I saw that in the “Test Your Amy Fisher IQ” test. What made you put a test in there in the first place?

BW. The I.Q. test came out in a paper because May the 19th is the one year anniversary of the shooting and since its been a year and there’s so many details in the show, I just wanted to, sort of, refresh everyone’s memory about everything that happened.

P. Has anyone involved seen the show?

BW. Well, a guy who claimed to be Amy’s cousin, who was obviously from Long Island, named Something Fisher. He re­
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I never did like coming up with headlines. So there.

Listen and dig. You can tell the end is near. The end of the Spring semester swarms around your head like so many gnats fostering in a pool of stale rainwater. The pounding heat, the inevitable sweat that drenches your forehead, weighs your body down like a slab of molten lava thrown from the center of the earth.

WoW.

Listen and dig. Many of our fellow urchins will be passing across the abyss, leaving behind this mountain of mystery nestled between Clifton, Little Falls and Montclair. They will be entering the netherworld, a place liberated by the final exams. It is a gallery of festering in a pool of stale rainwater, a place that in a semester or two, the elephants fly by night. There are no loafers or high profile attorneys. You are left in the arms of the Student Center cafeteria, make the following announcement...

"GREETINGS AND SALUTATIONS! I am Harriet and Ray. The elephants fly by night. There are no loafers or high profile attorneys. You are left in the arms of the Student Center cafeteria, make the following announcement...

"R.A.Y. R.A.Y. You've got a nice name R.A.Y. It kind've rolls off the tongue doesn't it R.A.Y? But you don't need a tongue to say it do you R.A.Y? RAYRAYRAY."

This might be difficult with Harriet in your mouth, but that's no reason not to try...

The next step is to run man, run like a rabid animal across the room and into the kitchen and french kiss every single worker in there. Make it passionate, even if they resist. Moan and belch and make hideous noises with your amplitudes.

When the Campus Police arrive, gape at them with unabandoned astonishment that they've even consider arresting you. Pretend that you are unaware of the fact that you're red and naked with your mother's pantyhose over your head. How you justify yourself in court is an entirely different matter. Hopefully, by then you'll have become a wealthy industrialist who can hire high profile attorneys. If you majored in English or History or something and don't have a job by the time the incident goes to trial, well, do your time quietly. 18 months isn't forever you know...

Make sure your 4, 5 or 6 years at Camp Montclair were all that and a bag of chips. If not, the days are numbered my fellow urchins. Dig that. Happy G-Day.

Brought to you periodically by APPETITE COTTER
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
THETA ZETA PLEDGE CLASS!

WE WELCOME YOU ALL TO BROTHERHOOD!

Nicole Festa               Chad Smith
Andrea Ingenito            Susan Tarpey
Jimmy Pedraza              Cassandra Wetzel
David Silva

A SAD GOODBYE TO ALL THE GRADUATING SENIORS
OF ALPHA KAPPA PSI.
YOU WILL ALL BE TRULY MISSED!

Heather Abrams            Jim Killeen
Lynn Brown                Angela McKinney
Amy Chiovari              Lisa Messina
Mimi Choon                Chris Mutone
Kara Corlett              Andrea Nemeth
Jennifer Dorn             Martin Post
Kevin Dunne               Patty Rauschmayer
Caswell Ewan              Tejal Upadhyay
Frayanda Glover           Lori Wakefield
Gerard Gomez              Laura Wall
Rosa Gonzalez             Beverly Paris

• CONGRATULATIONS TO Caswell Ewan, recipient of the True Blue and Bronze Award. Your fraternity spirit and dedication is greatly appreciated!
• CONGRATULATIONS TO Heather Abrams on receiving the Key Award. You are an outstanding brother!
Coral reefs in peril: who is to blame?
by Anne Caldiero

Their colors reflect an underwater rainbow. Corals make mountains that at a glance appear to be rocks, trees and grasses blowing in the wind. After evolving over thousands of years, these ancient calcified skeletons have now become endangered. Biologists are debating the extent of global damage and are unsure of the coral reefs greatest enemy.

Coral reefs comprise a large ecosystem which house many marine creatures such as fish, mollusks, sea anemones and crinoids. Their biological diversity compares with that of rainforests. Any major threat to them could cause an ecological tragedy.

A major asset of the corals is its toxic warfare. In a constant competition for space, some corals engulf their rivals and by using specialized digestives, rid them of their competitors. Others grow tentacles which have the ability to sting their neighbors. These toxins have the promise of becoming possible treatments for many human diseases such as cancer and AIDS. Many scientists feel this hope could be shattered by the same animals it would save. Human assaults like global warming, overfishing and pollution are probable causes. Others propose that human destruction is minimal compared to natural forces in nature like lack of sunlight due to rising water levels and hurricanes.

Scientists generally agree that human activity is putting stress on some reefs. Determining the extent of the damage to this fragile ecosystem will be difficult because few have looked at reefs all over the world to compare the damage and individual stressors.

Recently, corals have been turning white and dying. Corals are nourished and colored by carbon compounds produced by algae. This algae dies when water temperatures rise, possibly, because of global warming. The overfishing of natural predators for the destructive crown-of-thorns starfish is also a probable cause.

Coral reefs, the most ancient and fragile of animals have survived many catastrophes through-out time. But, if they are forced to live with continuous serious stressors, the beauty of the coral reefs may die forever.

Digable swimmable oceans?
by Lynn Landano

A dip in the ocean sounds good right about now with the end of the semester and finals upon us. But if we continue to neglect and abuse our oceans and beaches as we have in the past, this image may not remain a reality.

In 1991 alone, the International Coastal Cleanup collected 3.7 million pounds of garbage along the world’s beaches. One of the most common forms of debris found is plastic. The Center for Marine Conservation collected over 34,000 six pack holders. This is only a portion of the garbage found on the beaches and in the oceans every year. Combining this with organizations and corporations that dump waste in the oceans (approximately 41,000-57,000 tons of toxic organic chemicals and 68,000 tons of toxic metals, according to the Environmental Protection Agency). It adds up to one huge problem.

New Jersey alone lost an estimated $1 billion dollars in 1988 from beach closures. The Washington State department of fisheries estimated $3 million is lost annually on pollution related restrictions on fishing. This is to say nothing of the many marine animals that die annually from the fifth that human beings are dumping in their homes.

This year is the 20th anniversary of the Clean Water Act. The goals of that act, to make all the waters in the United States “fishable and swimmable,” are still a long way off.

Also in 1993, the Magnuson Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, the Marine Mammal Protection Act and the Endangered Species Act are up for reauthorization. For nearly 20 years, these laws provided the foundation for ocean protection in the U.S. The present administration has a unique opportunity to positively influence these reauthorizations by revitalizing the conservation principles of these laws. Let your Representative and your President know you want to preserve the beaches and the ocean. Write a letter.

From sludge to crystal clear water
by John Kodjak

Imagine a world with crystal clear rivers and oceans smelling clean, fresh and teaming with fish and other life. This fantasy may soon become a reality as researchers find new ways of treating sewage. The present system barely alters the sludge before it’s dumped into our rivers and oceans. The result is foul-smelling rivers without fish and oceans that are a health hazard. But there is hope for change.

The key is using biological methods instead of the steel and concrete structures that are so prevalent today. In Arcadia, California, Monterey, Virginia and many other places in the United States, biological waste management systems are successfully being used. These systems take longer to process the sludge, but the result far outweighs the added time. The result is in about ten days black stinking sewage comes out as crystal clear water. Untreated waste is passed through a sequence of marshes each with its own job in decomposing the sludge. Microorganisms living in the marshes feed on waste. These tiny creatures are the power house behind the whole process. In addition to sludge, microorganism has also been found effective in detoxifying hazardous industrial waste as well, although further research needs to be done.

Besides microorganisms, the marshes are home to a variety of birds, fish and other creatures—all needed for the marsh to survive. Biological waste management systems do not only benefit rivers and oceans, but also they provide a habitat for many species of wild-life. These systems are a dream that is rapidly becoming a reality.
You Can

Be a Reporter or Just Look Like One

at the

Montclarion School of Journalism

• Learn to nod intelligently during those peskly interviews

• Learn to interpret your hastily written handwriting

• Learn to skirt the libel laws to annoy enemies while avoiding lawsuits

• much more

Clip and return to rm 113

☐ Yes, indeed! I do want to become a reporter for the Award-winning Montclarion. In fact, here's my phone number. Please let me know when The Montclarion training sessions will begin next fall!

phone # _______________________

☐ Please cancel my subscription to The Montclarion
Farewell to our dearly departing

Karen Lee “Who should replace Jay Leno” Stradford, Campus Life Editor
Tanya “Pocohantas” Nielsen, Copy Editor

A happy reshuffling to:

Kevin “Sein Fein” Colligan, Editor-in-chief to Editorial Page Editor
Keith “Keef-o-rama” Idee, Sports Editor
George “Dog Days” Calle, Managing Editor to Editor-in-chief
Amy “the Yam Eater” Fost, Production Editor to Managing
Kelly “the Schabster” Schab, News Editor to Arts & Entertainment Editor
Kevin “Never Critize Prophet Jumbo” Schwoebel, Asst. A & E Editor to a position yet to be formally announced

Christina “the finest damned editorial editor we’ve ever had” Tischio, Editorial Page Editor to whatever the hell she damn well pleases

Sam “Get a Piece ” Rock, Copy Editor

Welcome back to:

Greg “Where be da keg” MacSweeney, Assignments Editor
Glenn “Don’t call me Glennifer” Steinberg, News Editor
Raul “the Weiner King” Rivera, Photo Editor
Chris “wit da shoes” Weber, Campus Life Editor

Gordon “can make explosives out of old shoelaces” Patterson, Production Editor
Project Bohn under Construction

When a campus like MSC sets out to achieve a goal, their haphazard ways of attaining status may cause one to wonder where the leaders of this institution's mind's are.

With new atriums being built to decorate the new, (yet, well needed) library, the wonderfully new donut hole for Campus police, and of course the well used Access Road, with these responsible editions to our college, why are six hundred students living in a skyrise tenement called Bohn?

Cockroaches reign there, amidst tom shower curtains, confirmed worgis crawling throughout bathrooms, and wasted, rotted food clogging sinks. This has been going on for many years, continuing in what was thought of as an endless cycle of disintegration.

Until yesterday.

Upon hearing this surprising news, Doug Cooper, Assistant Director of facilities, will contract an exterminator right away.

Yep, we understand. Make room in the bed for our friendly creepy crawlers known to carry vice.

Nothing is going to be done.

He continues to enlighten us with a point that had gone unnoticed. "The buildings are made cheaply, repairing won't do them much good", and that, "repairing the bathrooms, would be like putting a band-aid on it, not fixing it."

With this information, the only solution seems to point to a bulldozer. Perhaps we could borrow one tilling the ground to make room for the new gardens?

Alas though, fellow oppressed, a band-Aid will have to do. Over the summer, the renovation of Bohn will begin. The showers will turn to stone, with added fixtures, but as of yet, no word on any permanent riddance of the insect population.

The B and C wing bathrooms, under a one million budget, will be done by August.

As experienced students, we know what that means. Move over A, the rest of the dorm needs to shower.

The Bohn Projects could use a little paint too. And how about a little soap and water in those hallways? If chewing gum was recyclable, you could set up shop just on the ceilings, not to mention those fuzzy little corners filled with unrecognizable entities in each room.

Perhaps with a little bit more care to where State and Student money goes, Bohn would be filled with people and not empty rooms. Perhaps, with a little planning, dorm life could be more enticing, like electricity fixed in the afternoon, not in the middle of the night, disconnecting all alarms. All this and more could be accomplished if we could just find out where the heads of our administration are.

Any volunteers?

Quote of the Week by Joe Ellis pg. 1

The whole idea is to promote IFC and to have Fraternities come out and have a good time Joe Ellis pg. 1
Letter...

Hold your Breath for Clinton

My family was beaming and huddled around the TV set. President Clinton'sapperent face occupied the screen. Poignant words sailed through his glittering teeth and echoed throughout the room. "Immedi­ate action is being taken to restore the envi­ronment, the homeless are being housed, jobs will now open for the unemployed, healthcare will be made available to those in need, our nation's hungry will be fed, and everyone will be given an equal chance at ob­taining an education."

My eyes lit up, my heart sped, my family hit the floor. Stepping over my dumbfounded father, I peered out the window. The sun was shining and the earth was emitting a healthy glow. A wave of optimism filled the air. Smiling, I awakened from my dream.

When I think about the present condi­tion of America, what we've become, I can't withstand the feeling of disappointment. Noth­ing is improving or so it seems. I am truly concerned with the welfare of present gen­erations and those to come. It appears we, as a nation, need to give our government a crash course in life support mechanisms.

Let's stop and think about some simple strategies towards transformation. Firstly, we can reinforce some positive thoughts about our country for a change. Remember our founding theme...Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness? Secondly, we need to empower each individual by giving them an equal voice in our democracy. Individuals and stable environment in which to live. What it really comes down to is getting our government leaders to channel their energy into developing a successful life support system for our country. You can't expect our sick, hungry, homeless, unemployed, uneducated individual to work in a group effort with healthy, well-fed, housed, em­ployed, and educated individuals. It is es­sential that we take care of the immediate needs of our society before change can come. In dealing with such an immensely diverse society, we should expect aberrations. But I believe our collateral worries - crime, drugs, violence, and so on will greatly decrease when a feeling of equality is established between individuals.

So am I pointing fingers? Not neces­sarily. If you recall, we live in a democracy.

The government and the people alike need to step into the boat and start rowing in synchronicity. If we stop long enough to ask whose fault it is that there are homeless, hungry, and sick out getting the proper care, then we've wasted too much time already.

We have got to stop saying it's not my business, stop the excuses, and stop blami­ng the victim. We are all victims, but we can help each other be survivors.

We need to help our leaders priori­tize our country's responsibilities. We need to face up to our mistakes. We've become so desensitized to the pain and suffering of our neighbors. We step over the countless humans lying homeless on the streets and shake our heads when we hear about thous­ands being laid off from their jobs. Let's stop living in an anti-human society and ultimately stop the holocaust that's going on right before our eyes. Let's recall the found­ing truths of our democracy as expounded by Thomas Jefferson. Because now is the time to rethink the foundations our country was built on, recount the writings of our original leaders, and touch the soul of our forefathers.

Darla Bruno

The urination of the monster spills

This is a rare moment for the Editor of the Editorial page to get to speak her own mind. I have sat here, listening to the fools of this campus complain about the trivial. "Oh, my personal feelings get in. Come on guys let's all get along. " Please, people. You are sheep. Why don't you stop trying to work things out and hate each other? I hate a lot of people and it feels awful good. Like nice juicy sex, you dry uneventful idiots. You are all disintegrated igno­minious. Ha

Once upon a time, life needed order. The idiots above created poli­tics, government. It wasn't me, I would have been the one assembling the stakes to pin you to. And it was thought to be good. Never, never is mass thought good. Individualism will reign.

Out of this muck filled mon­ster came urination, as all monsters must do, and that was named SGA.

Needling to attend our recent Monticlarion budget meeting was appropriation to ask for two Mac computers and a fax machine, I got to realize the full amount of ludicrousness running my school.

In one corner, we have one idiot passing little notes while clubs come up to speak. In the other, we have inebriate number two com­plaining that during a personal col­umn the author got a little too per­sonal. What the hell do you think a

Point of Personal Privileges...I HAVE TO GO TO THE BATHROOM!

Letter...

Sprague violates handicapped

To the editor,

Recently, I have become aware that our new library is not accessible to the handicapped. Despite the millions of dollars for new building construction, there are plans to construct a ramp on the side of the stairs, but to date, (now several months after the library's re­opening) this has not been executed. The area for the proposed ramp is still littered with concrete rubble, with no evidence of any attempted excavation. (The last time I checked wheelchairs didn't come in off­road models.)

A simple wooden ramp could easily be built at little expense to temporarily sub­stitute for the promised permanent ramp.

I am appalled at this overt violation of the Civil Disabilities Act, which states that all newly constructed buildings must be handicapped accessible. The lack of regard shown for our small, yet present, handicapped minority is very disconcerting. I hope that this situation will soon be rec­ollected so as not to shame our supposed "equal opportunity" institution.

Very Sincerely,

Pericles John Lantz II
?  

HOW  

COULD  

YOU?
DROP 25 POUNDS

SELL YOUR BOOKS
We buy all books with current market value

THE COLLEGE STORE

May 13 - May 25, 1993

Monday - Thursday 8:30 AM - 7:30 PM
Friday 8:30 AM - 4:00 PM
May 22, Saturday 9:00 AM - 1:00 PM
( ID REQUIRED )

Books Are Cash - Guard Against Theft
Personal's

Thursday, May 13, 1993

Chrissey, I love you double. Can’t wait for the long, hot summer.

To my little Christine and grand Kneay - I love you both so much and I am going to miss you now! Thank for always being there for me! I’m forever here for you! Love Gina

Nelly (Theta) and Anthony (D Chi) Thanks for the free show after the formal. Hey, how come no one invited me?

Phil ( Senate) Congratulations Prez. I know you can keep us top. Love your brothers

PZ 111 - Thanks for a great weekend. Christine

Piero (Theta Xi) They’re not peanuts. VJ

Oh, God. And I ate so many of them.

To My Big-Grog - Have a great summer! Mr. President! I know you and other better.

To the Mizfitz - I know you will ing to lose it!

You made Saturday night memorable. Love

To the Epsilon Class - Congratulations Prez. I know you are kind of Hearing

To the Epsilon Class (AXP) Thanks for a helluva year. See ya in the fall. #64

To theчаты (AXP) Thanks for being there during pledging. Your little spanky

To Quick and Eazy - Thanks for a great year. You guys really changed for for me. I love you guys. Sex Kitten

To the Epiton Class (AXP) Thanks for a helluva year. See ya in the fall. #64

To the Maf'toz - I know we've had our ups and downs, but thanks for being there. AXP #64

Keesie Secretary...

Suck Rod.

Shugge (Long Lost Senator) Welcome Back! So glad you're in USI Love your Theta Fan

Lost; Alabama hat... hard it needed!! help me start to lose it!

To the 1993 Greek Week champs - the dynasty is over and it’s just beginning

To the men of the Theta Formal - next time try to stay up a little longer.

Jana - Thanks for being a great roommate. I love you lot! We'll always be sisters - in - best friends. Love Katie

Stop - Fuck you.

To the 1993 Greek Week champs - the dynasty is over and it's just beginning

Laurie, Jenn, and Nicole, I love you guys. I'm going to miss living with you. You guys are the best. Crazy suitseater/Roommate from hell

Owen, I feel like I'm playing football!

Too much Tight-End or not enough Wide Receivers?

Maria, I'm going to miss you a lot. Good luck. Let's have a great summer! Krie

Boo-Boo - The past year and a half was like a trip to heaven. Now, the sun just doesn't shine as brightly as before and even the birds don't seem to sing the same love songs. The gaping hole which now lies where your love once was feels like it will never heal. Sleepless nights after endless sleepless nights pass by but the nightmare continues. "Where is my best friend?" my heart wonders. I know we had it all and someday maybe you'll see the same. You'll always be my masterpiece.

Love forever and then some, Pooh Bear.

Brian and Joe (Tau Phi Beta) We give an order. You follow it. The way it should be. Thanks for getting the movie. Love the 6AGO Suite (your superiors)

Around the world and out of Clove in a day... not bad!

Reid and Heather - Congratulations. Best of luck always. Love Brady.

Tim (D Chi) So what if we didn't make it to the championship I had a great time anyway! Laura

Asst. Montazzaro meeting in fourth floor bathroom today. Trip to Chipendales afterwards. Roll a little sausage for me, please.

Melissa - Welcome home! You're gonna love it! Love Stacy

Don't cry Delta Chi, there's always IFC, Nost! Dawn (ZX02) You are so beautiful!

But a sunset is better.

Laura (Phi Sigma Sigma) Thanks for listening to me. Sorry I didn't go out with you guys. Next
time, I promised Love Aloha!

To all my RZB dates - It was awesome! Thanks Christine!
Raised cunning bimbos, for all these unsaid.

JW, VG, KH, DP, and KW - Oh, a what a year!
To all in the orgam was an...long the time could fly.

Theta Kappa Chi - 2nd place Greek Week - Can't wait to show our stuff next year - Look out!

Chris, JE, Billy, Mario, Frank and Teddy - Congratulations! Now you can finally speak to us when we say hi Love Tanja and Laura (Theetas, aka: Frank's and Tim's broods)

YP-I think I'm pregnant, too bad it wasn't worth it!
Better start saving your pennies, buddy!

To the 4th floor RA (Freeman).
Thank for being the worst RA in the building. Since you're never around you'll never know who put this in. It sure cost me a lot, and for the right price, I'll spill anything.

Little One (#72) Congratulations on Miesa, Theta, and winning your first raffle and for an excellent job done in Room 424B. Love big one 96

"Jeff M. - Something bad happened? VG
Fun, don't walk, to the nearest vet. He can remove anything.

To all my Tri Sigma Sisters - I will miss you all so much next year! I will miss you even in touch - you all better write me! Tri Sigma
Love Always Gee

Kell-Bell, One of these days I'm actually gonna let you SEL ME something! You really need to learn how to do "ehust-up" baby! While I treat my diarrhea of the mouth, you need to work on the stuff in Freeman, all those gorgeous guys, how can you just sit back and enjoy the view? Take charge, woman, while you're at it, get me a few, too! The Production Editor!

Maria and Scott - Did you have fun in the bathroom in room 4257 Love Nelly For better lubrication use soap.

Amy, How much will it cost for a quickie?
Stu

Sandy

Thank so much for your original painting, looking at it almost as enchanting as your soft voice and shy blue eyes.

Wayne

Glenn-O Glennifier, what can I say! The Montclarion just wouldn't be the same without you! The way you're always on top of things...gag gag...you're hot tips tickle me pink.

Ray and Stephan, That line action figure in the works, please open accounts in Switzerland (the drool factor is perfected).

Have you ever tried the fried calamari?

To Doug-Happy birthday, I'll always be there for you. Love, Martha

Stu, I'd love to play floor hockey with you but you need to teach me how to puck.

Liv, Kelly
Read between the lines

Tanya-thanks for the bouquet, I wish there was some way to keep you here next semester. Not just at the Montclarion, cause we'll all miss you! Making up personnel will be as fun as getting out you! You better come back anyway. Fookay! Glad I got to know ya, hope to see ya over the summer!

Laura (Theta), I wish you the best in the future. Gee, now that you are graduating who am I going to talk to about the well when it gets too tangly? I'll miss you.

Love, Triah (Phi Sig)

Lobster, You hurt me.

Bige Montezuma-try and get the volume control fixed this summer, oh and we enrolled you in a spelling cleas! Ha Ha! You're favorite office mate-

Ladies of the Mont-

Clarion, You'll make the papers fun. Too cute.

Mac-Yoda

Melissa, Don't smile at me, bitch!!

Bubbles-You make staying up all nights seem easy! We have to keep in touch this summer, life will be boring without you! I managed to say two more words than usual to my favorite Irish editor! Are you proud of me? The one who got us lost on the way to Woodstock!

Kevin, Here's to a summer of peace, of love filled sex, of the accumulation of money, and a Mets

game...!

Still the best Editorial

Love, Chrissy Oh Boy, where's Woodstock?

To Ghouri, Your unappreciated reign has come to an end. The Montclarion rejoices! Rejoice, Rejoice, and be glad of it. Hope unemployment finds you.

Signed, The Editorial Staff

But seriously Stu-I'd much rather hot and steamy than cheap and quick!

Keighl-think you're not graduating yet, I'll miss skinny dippin' in your blue-green eyes!

To Rick Leto, You smell, you're stupi-

d, and a waste of air.

To Cal Leto, You're also stupid but with better clothes.

Bugle Boy would be ashamed.

Bigs-Just remember, I hold the power to fire you at any time I wish, and I'm going to (as much as you are to grad or fired). Watch your step, you heretofore, hamper-

Extra, Extra Someone on the Executive Board of the SGA loves to give oral sex! What a governmental treat! (For those who pay their fees)

Rich, sorry I was so rude on the phone the other night. The ride was horrible let's do it again!

Gordon-you're a wise man, but seriously you should go into the shrimp business! It would be a hit! You're a marijuana reek, and be full of seeds.

To Cal, What you also stupid but with better clothes.

To Ghouri, You smell, you're stu-

pid, and a waste of air.

To Cal, You're also stupid but with better clothes.

Bugle boy would be ashamed.

Bigs, Just remember, I hold the power to fire you at any time I wish, and I'm going to (as much as you are to grad or fired). Watch your step, you heretofore, hamper-

Extra, Extra Someone on the Executive Board of the SGA loves to give oral sex! What a governmental treat! (For those who pay their fees)

Rich, sorry I was so rude on the phone the other night. The ride was horrible let's do it again!

Gordon-you're a wise man, but seriously you should go into the shrimp business! It would be a hit! You're a marijuana reek, and be full of seeds.

To Cal, What you also stupid but with better clothes.

To Ghouri, You smell, you're stu-

pid, and a waste of air.

To Cal, You're also stupid but with better clothes.

Bugle boy would be ashamed.

Bigs, Just remember, I hold the power to fire you at any time I wish, and I'm going to (as much as you are to grad or fired). Watch your step, you heretofore, hamper-

Extra, Extra Someone on the Executive Board of the SGA loves to give oral sex! What a governmental treat! (For those who pay their fees)

Rich, sorry I was so rude on the phone the other night. The ride was horrible let's do it again!

Gordon-you're a wise man, but seriously you should go into the shrimp business! It would be a hit! You're a marijuana reek, and be full of seeds.

To Cal, What you also stupid but with better clothes.

To Ghouri, You smell, you're stu-

pid, and a waste of air.

To Cal, You're also stupid but with better clothes.

Bugle boy would be ashamed.
Summer Child Care

For summer child care, please call 201-751-7677. A one-page flyer explaining the need for summer babysitters is available at the Montclair State College Student Center.

Babysitter: Pick-up/baby sit two children in Montclair, Mon-Fri, 8 am to 7 pm. Call 746-5686.

DR. BLANK'S REVIEW

♦ 14 Sessions, taught by Dr. Blank
♦ PERSONAL, Caring attention
♦ Highest Teacher Quality
♦ 17 Years MCAT/DAT Experience
♦ Interview Counseling/Advice
♦ 80% SUCCESS RATE!


Looking like a Vivarin night.

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals all week. Took two today. And now you've got to pack an entire semester's worth of Philosophy into one take-home exam, in one night. But how do you stay awake when you're totally wiped? Revive with Vivarin. Safe as coffee, but sleep on the brain, mentally alert for hours.

Revive with Vivarin.
DiLaurenzio defies the odds on the field

Red Hawk infielder hasn’t let physical obstacles stand in his way in athletics

by Michael Frasco

"Rob is outstanding. He is our most versatile player and has excellent discipline as a leadoff hitter. He’s somebody we have to in our line-up," said Schoenig. Schoenig should be very thankful to have such an exceptional player in more ways than one.

"I’m a hard worker. I have a lot of desire, but I don’t ask for anything in return," DiLaurenzio said.
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ENLIGHTENMENT IN NEW JERSEY?
FREE MEDITATION WORKSHOPS
Experience happiness, mental clarity, and enlightened states of mind.
Monday 7:30PM - 9:00PM
May 17
Friday 7:30PM - 9:00PM
May 14
Saturday 11:00AM -12:30PM
May 8, 15 & 22
The Unitarian Church, 67 Church Street, Montclair, New Jersey
(Workshops are specifically designed for those 18 to 29)
For additional information please call: (609) 723-8343

MODELS NEEDED
FOR FASHION AND GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY
- NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
- LOOK YOUR BEST
- GET A FREE COPY OF EVERY PHOTO
CALL AND LEAVE MESSAGE
[201] 942-1179
MAKE-UP CONSULTANTS ALSO NEEDED

LSAT · GMAT · GRE · MCAT
Take a FREE diagnostic LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT ... and compete for a $2000 graduate scholarship.

A Great Offer...
Find out how you’ll score on the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT with no obligation. These free diagnostic tests are full-length exams, and you will receive a computer-generated score report of your performance on the spot. Students who take free diagnostic tests at specially designated administrations (April 24 and June 19) will also be eligible for the American Community Service Competition. Sponsored by American Express, the American Community Service Competition will award ten students $2000 scholarships to the graduate school of their choice. Call today to sign up!

...from the company offering the best test prep:
The Princeton Review offers the most personal and effective preparation for the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, and MCAT. With small classes (8-12 students) grouped by ability, and thoroughly trained instructors, The Princeton Review will help you maximize your score. We offer the most up-to-date material, and no one understands these tests better than The Princeton Review. Don’t let these tests stand between you and graduate school; call us today for information.

To find out more about our courses or register for a free test, call today:
800/876-3107
Classes are held near you -- call today!
The Princeton Review

"ANGEL RAY SOUTO"
cartoonist & illustrator.
"all kind of drawing"
- COMIC STRIPS
- POSTERS
- LOGOS
- ILLUSTRATIONS
- DESIGNS
- ETC...
BLACK & WHITE AND COLOR.
CALL: (201) 491-54-81 BETWEEN 01:00 PM AND 02:00 PM
MONDAY - WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY ONLY.
The glory days of boxing seem long gone; will they ever return?

by Keith A. Idee

Championship prize fights that actually lived up to billing are now a distant memory. The number of quality fighters that are etched in the minds of boxing fans seems to be a non-growing collection. Why, you ask? Because the politics of boxing today have virtually ruined the sport. People don’t want to wait years before they see the best two fighters step into the ring against each other. Patience is a virtue, but the state of boxing is bordering the ridiculous.

Promoters like Don King and Bob Arum continue to struggle for supremacy and in the process try to manipulate the public into thinking that they are presenting the best boxing matches known to man. Enough is enough already. This past weekend many people paid $34.95 to watch three fights that were mediocre at best. The best fight of the night, between Julio Cesar Chavez and Terence Ali would hardly be considered a classic. Yet, King billed the card as a great night of entertainment. Granted, Chavez and Lennox Lewis are two of the top fighters in the sport, but fought typically overmatched opponents.

What was entertaining about watching 34-year-old Tony “TNT” Tucker get pounded by Lewis for 12 rounds? In fact, Lewis turned in a lackluster performance and still easily handled Tucker. Surely Tucker didn’t mind, because he still walked away with slightly over $1 million. If anyone rushes to Tucker’s defense over his lack of effort, look at the tape of the fight.

How does winner-take-all sound? It’s not realistic to expect someone to receive no money if the loser has a fight, but percentages of purses to winners and losers is an intriguing concept. It has to go wrong before it gets better. You need to look no further than this Saturday night’s fight on HBO between Heavyweight Champion Riddick Bowe and Jesse Ferguson to back the previous statement. The champion is going way beyond the call of duty in taking on all comers with this fight. Ferguson is basically the one-bit wonder of boxing. He defeated Mr. Overrated, Ray Mercer, which was not a major accomplishment. Now he gets a shot at the title. What given? Either Ferguson is better than everyone thinks, or Rock Newman and Bowe are avoiding a fight with Lewis for as long as possible. Let’s face it, win over Ferguson and Michael Dokes do not make up a glorious reign as champion for Bowe.

And what’s even more bewildering is that Bowe has yet to step into the ring with Lewis. After the Tucker fight opinions quickly changed on Lewis. From what I’ve written saw, if Lewis fights the way he did on Saturday night, Bowe would own him. Bowe probably does want to fight Lewis. But he won’t say so. It’s all about politics. Promoters nor managers want to give in to one another, so the mediocre “Rip You Off” (pay-per-view) shows still exist.

The fans of the sport need to speak out. Don’t pay for overpriced sparing matches, whether it’s at the gate or on television. Hit the ring and throw it where it hurts, in the pocketbook.

There are other options for your entertainment dollar. Why wait out cooperation from the paying customers, promoters could be forced to produce good boxing cards once again. The losses enough money, “only in America” could take on a whole new meaning for Don King.

It’s been one hell of a ride
Beat columnist bids farewell to MSC track team

On May 20 the most renowned bar in America will serve its’ last beer to an overweight, out-of-work accountant named Norm Peteren. Cheers, with’ esta collection of unforgettable characters, will depart from the airwaves leaving millions of America in search of a new security blanket.

Track Talk
by Mark Alan Belnay

I will be in front of the TV, as will nearly everyone else in this country, bidding a fond farewell to my favorite bar. It seems funny that the day after I say goodbye to Sam, Norm and the walking labotony known as Cliff, I will say goodbye to MSC forever.

In what will be my final article for The Montclarion I would like to take the opportunity to strike off on a slightly different path than the usual when I sit down and type my weekly summation of the track team and whatever records they saw fit to eradicate.

So for the final time I would like to lead you on a trip that may cause a few of you to stop and question whether or not you are really read-
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Vinges fires WPC past Red Hawks for NJAC tourney title

by Brian Falzarano

As Brian Sasso stepped to the plate for MSC, the tension mounted. Sasso, who has been hitting with two outs and the bases loaded in the last inning can do that to an individual.

But in an ending straight out of Casey At the Bat, Sasso struck out on three pitches from William Paterson reliever Scott Farber. The strikeout won the WPC a 9-2 win in its' third straight NJAC Tournament.

Baseball

What was remarkable was that MSC (28-9) bounced back the way it did in the ninth inning. Down 5-0 against Tim Vinges (2-1), who owned them for the first eight innings, the Red Hawks seemed to be dead in the gutter. 

One can never count the Red Hawks out, though. Tony Martinez, who like many of his teammates was stymied by Vinges, drew a lead-off walk. Joe Critelli then hit a single to center, which was booted. This gave MSC runners on first and third.

After John Pallino poked a sacrifice fly to reduce the deficit to 5-1, Ralph Yezza doubled and Jack Sak was in total command of the bases loaded. Out went Vinges and in came Farber, one of the top relievers on the mound.

Pinch-hitter Dan Massaro didn’t believe the hype. Massaro, a freshman, responded with a single to score Critelli to bring the Red Hawks within three runs (5-2). That’s when things ended with Vinges’s strike out.

Maybe that was hard to believe, considering MSC ended the Pioneer hex the day before. Todd Sak was masterful, hurling a four-hit complete game as MSC stopped the Pioneers, 9-1.

Sak was in total control of the game from beginning to end and threw only 100 pitches. “He was outstanding. He really mixed his pitches well that day,” said head coach Norm Schoening of Sak.

Offense became a team activity in the romp. Rob DiLauro and Martinez, the first two hitters in the MSC lineup, each contributed two RBI. Critelli went 2 for 5 with an RBI. He also made three outstanding catches in the ninth inning, two of them on acrobatic dives.

Shawn Kelly took the loss for WPC, who received two doubles and a single from catcher Brian Detwiler.

MSC got the opportunity to beat WPC as a result of one of its’ most outstanding offensive exploits of the year. A 10-run seventh inning, in which Critelli pounded a bases-clearing double, led the Red Hawks to a 14-9 victory over Rowan. With the win, MSC ousted the Pros from the double-elimination tournament.

Rowan came out of the gates like Secretariat, jumping all over T.J. Costello, Sak, Dippold and Chris Rampone for nine runs. Costello, at least had an excuse. After getting hit in the head in batting practice on Friday, he suffered a concussion and was not within his senses on the mound.

“The competitiveness of the game got to him,” said Schoening.

However, MSC battled back from a left hook to knock out the Pros with an uppercut. Besides Critelli’s contribution, Scavalla barged a two-run homer in the seventh.

“That was a key hit,” Schoening said of Scavalla’s blast. “He had an excellent day,” the sixth-year coach continued. Scavalla’s 2 for 5, 4 RBI performance.

Rampone (5-0) threw the final four innings to pick up the victory.

Prior to the Rowan win, John Carlson presented the Red Hawks with a nearly perfect performance, tossing a four-hitter in going the distance to beat rival Trenton State, 3-0. MSC spoiled TSC’s time by eliminating the Lions from the tournament.

“John did a great job. He pitched extremely well and very aggressively,” said Schoening of Carlson (3-0), who lowered his ERA to 4.80. Critelli provided all of the support that MSC needed with an RBI single in the first inning. Mike Minucci added two RBI singles in the sixth and eighth innings.

The Trenton win was impressive considering the state of the Red Hawks after Friday’s tournament opener against Rowan. Neil Johnson singled home a run in the third inning to lead the Pros to a 3-2 win over MSC.

Drew Yocum started for the Red Hawks and took a no-hitter into the fifth inning, in which the NJAC...MSC’s 28 wins are already

---

MSC's quest to return to Division III World Series begins

After being ousted from NJAC tourney, Red Hawks seek glory in NCAA's

by Keith A. Idee

The long journey towards the Division III College World Series begins this morning at 10 a.m. for the MSC softball team.

That’s when the Red Hawks (28-9-1) will open their second seed in the NCAA tournament’s Mid-Atlantic Regionals, which will take place at a site to be announced.

Softball

on third-seeded William Paterson (24-13) at Rowan College in Glassboro.

MSC, who finished third overall in the nation last season’s Division III College World Series, is certainly familiar with its’ foe. After sweeping the Pioneers in a double-header two weeks ago, the Red Hawks were upset by WPC, 8-6, in the NJAC tournament this past weekend.

Second baseman Jen Flynn will help carry MSC in the NCAA tournament.

Now MSC will be looking to return the favor against its’ NJAC rival in the double-elimination tournament. To return to the World Series, MSC will have to win its’ region that also includes first- seeded Rowan College (31-11) and fourth-seeded Christopher Newport College of Virginia (29-6).

There are 24 teams that are split up into six regions with four teams apiece. The winner of each region proceeds to the World Series. The finals will be held at the Borge-Warner Sports Complex near Millikin University in Decatur, Illinois beginning on Thursday, May 20.

The Red Hawks enter the NCAA’s on a down note after a disappointing showing in the NJAC Tournament.

Trenton State easily won the tournament and defeated MSC, 4-0, in the first round game last Friday. Since this tournament was also a double-elimination, the Red Hawks were still alive. MSC went on to defeat Rowan, 3-0, on Saturday but was bumped from the tournament by William Paterson. The win over Rowan boosted MSC’s confidence because the Pros had swept a double-header from the Red Hawks on April 13.

The confidence should come in handy because Rowan is one of the roadblocks in MSC’s path to the World Series.

MSC, ranked No. 7 nationally in the Division III coaches poll, has a good chance to pull off some post-season magic. With the two-pitcher rotation of Denise Warnock and Michelle Serio, a solid defense and a potent offensive attack led by Kristi Kuchinski, Kim Drager and Jennifer Flinn, the Red Hawks are sure to make some noise in the tournament.

Predictions often don’t hold much water, but this team is certainly talented and deep enough to win the entire tournament. Of course, it’s going to be a long and bumpy road to the title land. Some favorable bounces and luck will also be required to reach these lofty heights. Only time will tell, but these next two weeks should be showed with success for MSC.

RED HAWK NOTES...

Kuchinski, was named the co-Player of the Year in the College Division by the New Jersey Inter-collegiate Spring Coaches and Sports Media Association, along with Trenton State catcher Marie Cerran...Kuchinski was also named to the All-NJAC’s A Division first team, as were teammates Flinn, Shannon Malone and Keri O’Meara...Warnock was named Rookie of the Year by the NJAC...MSC’s 28 wins are already the most by an Anita Kubicka-coached team in the three-year stint at head coach...The team is hitting at an outstanding overall clip of .369, while opponents are only hitting a mere .275 off of MSC’s pitching...MSC finished the season with a 12-2 mark at its’ own Quarry Fields.